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Abstract
The singular value decomposition (SVD) is a well-known theoretical and numerical tool
used in numerous scientific and engineering applications. Recently, an interesting nonlinear
generalization of the SVD, referred to as the Riemannian SVD (R-SVD), has been proposed
by De Moor for applications in systems and control. This decomposition can be modified and
used to formulate an enhanced implementation of latent semantic indexing (LSI) for concep-
tual information retrieval. LSI is an SVD-based conceptual retrieval technique and employs a
rank-reduced model of the original (sparse) term-by-document matrix. Updating LSI models
based on user feedback can be accomplished using constraints modeled by the R-SVD of a
low-rank approximation to the original term-by-document matrix. In this work, a new algo-
rithm for computing the R-SVD is described. When used to update an LSI model, this R-SVD
algorithm can be a highly effective information filtering technique. Experiments demonstrate
that a 20% improvement (in retrieval) over the current LSI model is possible. © 2000 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The singular value decomposition (SVD) [8] is a well-known theoretical and nu-
merical tool. It defines a diagonalization of a matrix based on an orthogonal equiva-
lence transformation. Specifically, given a rectangular m by n.m  n/ matrix A of
rank r , the SVD of A can be defined as
A D URV T; (1.1)
where U D .u1; : : : ; um/ and V D .v1; : : : ; vn/ are unitary matrices and R D diag1
.1; 2; : : : ; n/; 1 > 2 >    > r > rC1 D    D n D 0. The i ’s are called
the singular values of A, and the ui’s and vi ’s are, respectively, the left and right
singular vectors associated with i; i D 1; : : : ; r , and the ith singular triplet of A is
defined as {ui; i ; vi}. The matrix A can also be expressed as a sum of r rank-one
matrices:
A D
rX
iD1
iuiv
T
i : (1.2)
Further, for any unitarily invariant norm k  k, the Eckart–Young–Mirsky formula
[7,16]
min
rank.B/6k
kA − Bk D kA − Akk; (1.3)
where Ak D PkiD1 iuivTi , provides an elegant way to produce a rank-reduced ap-
proximation (in a least-squares sense) to A. This approximation, however, usually
differs from the original matrix in all entries. Such differences may be inappropriate
for applications, where particular entries may or may not be changed (see Section
3.1).
The SVD is an important computational tool used in numerous applications rang-
ing from signal processing, control theory to pattern recognition and time-series anal-
ysis. The total least-squares (TLS) method [11] is a useful data fitting technique
for solving an over-determined system of linear equations Ax  b, and the most
common TLS algorithm is based on the SVD of augmented matrices such as TAjbU.
In fact, the TLS problem can be reduced to an equivalent minimization problem of
finding a rank-deficient matrix approximation B in the Frobenius norm to A, i.e.
min
B2Rmn; y2Rn
kA − BkF
subject to By D 0; yTy D 1:
(1.4)
It can be shown that the solution of Eq. (1.4) satisfies the set of equations
Ay D x; xTx D 1;
ATx D y; yTy D 1; (1.5)
1 The notation diag. / specifies a diagonal matrix comprised of the elements enclosed in parentheses.
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with kA − BkF D  . Hence, .x; ; y/ is the singular triplet of A corresponding to its
smallest singular value.
For applications in which the matrix A has a special structure (e.g., Toeplitz or
block-Toeplitz), the SVD-based TLS methods may not always be appropriate, since
they do not necessarily preserve any special structure. As an extension of the TLS
problem to incorporate the algebraic pattern of errors in the matrix A, structured
total least-squares (STLS) problems have been formulated. Motivated by the deriva-
tion from Eq. (1.4) to Eq. (1.5) and applications in systems and control, De Moor
[6] has proposed an interesting nonlinear generalization of SVD, referred to as the
Riemannian-SVD (R-SVD), for solving STLS problems.
The R-SVD can be generalized for low-rank matrices, and therefore, used
to formulate an enhanced latent semantic indexing (LSI) implementation for in-
formation retrieval. LSI is an SVD-based conceptual retrieval technique which
employs a rank-reduced model of the original (sparse) term-by-document ma-
trix. As a vector-space retrieval technique, LSI has achieved up to 30% better
retrieval performance over lexical searching techniques which are plagued by the
problems of synonymy and polysemy [5]. In order to improve the viability and
versatility of current LSI implementations, a mechanism to incorporate nonlinear
perturbations to the existing rank-reduced model would be quite useful. Updat-
ing LSI models based on user feedback can be accomplished using constraints
modeled by the R-SVD of a low-rank approximation to the original term-by-doc-
ument matrix. In this paper, a new algorithm for computing LSI-related R-SVD
is presented along with its application in information retrieval. Experiments have
shown that this approach provides an efficient information filtering mechanism
and demonstrates a new method of remodeling LSI (and perhaps other vector-
space information retrieval models) which could not be represented by traditional
SVD techniques. The term updating refers to the modification of an existing
index (or model) to reflect new changes and/or additions to the document col-
lection.
Recently, a method referred to as structured total least norm (STLN) has been pro-
posed [10,18] for solving TLS problems. This approach preserves any affine structure
of A or TA j bU and also has an attractive application in computing the best low-rank
structure-preserving approximation to a given matrix. The STLN method could be
used in updating LSI models. However, the required computational costs of current
STLN algorithms are too high for any practical implementation for indexing large
text collections.
Section 2 provides a brief overview of the R-SVD. In Section 3 the formulation of
LSI-related R-SVD for a low-rank matrix is described, and a new iterative algorithm
for solving these R-SVD problems is proposed. The implementation of this algorithm
and its applications in information retrieval and filtering are presented in Section
4. Section 5 evaluates the retrieval performance of the updated LSI model on two
benchmark test collections – MEDLINE and LATIMES. Finally, a summary and
future work are discussed in Section 6.
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2. Overview of the R-SVD
As a nonlinear generalization of the SVD, the R-SVD has numerous applications
in systems and control, which include structured and weighted TLS problems, noisy
realization, system identification, and parameter estimation. The R-SVD was first pro-
posed as a solution to the STLS problem addressed in the following theorem from [6].
Theorem 1 (STLS to R-SVD). Consider the STLS problem
min
b2Rq ; y2Rn
qX
iD1
.ai − bi/2
subject to B.b/y D 0; yTy D 1;
(2.1)
where ai; i D 1; : : : ; q; are the components of the data vector a 2 Rq; and B.b/ D
B0 C b1B1 C    C bqBq with Bi 2 Rmn; i D 0; : : : ; q; a given set of fixed basis
matrices. Then the solution to Eq. (2.1) is given as followsV
(a) Find the triplet .u; ; v/ corresponding to the minimal  that satisfies
Av D Dvu; uTDvu D 1;
ATu D Duv; vTDuv D 1; (2.2)
where A D B0 C PqiD1 aiBi : Here; Du and Dv are defined by
qX
iD1
BTi .u
TBiv/u D Duv and
qX
iD1
Bi.u
TBiv/v D Dvu;
respectively. Du and Dv are symmetric positive or nonnegative-definite
matrices; 2 and the elements of Du and Dv are quadratic in the components
of the left and right singular vectors u and v; respectively; of the matrix A
corresponding to the singular value  .
(b) The vector y is computed by y D v=kvk.
(c) The components of b; bk; are obtained by
bk D ak − .uTBkv/; k D 1; : : : ; q:
In order to understand the R-SVD as posed in the above theorem, a few comments
are needed. First, the matrix B in the above theorem is an affine matrix function of the
parameter vector b which is typical in (block) Hankel, Toeplitz, circulant and other
matrix families. Part (c) of the theorem implies that B D A − f .u; ; v/, where f
is a multilinear function of the singular triplet (u; ; v). Second, it is interesting to
notice the similarity between Eqs. (1.4), (1.5) and Eqs. (2.1), (2.2). In fact, when Du
2 The R-SVD of A can be interpreted as a restricted SVD (RSVD) [20] with the Riemannian metrics
(Du and Dv) in the column and row space of A.
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and Dv are identity matrices, the R-SVD of the matrix A will reduce to the traditional
SVD of A. Lastly, it has been noted that the R-SVD may not have a complete de-
composition with min.m; n/ unique singular triplets, nor the dyadic decomposition
as defined in Eq. (1.2). Also, the solution to Eq. (2.1) may not be unique [6].
If both Du and Dv are constant matrices that are independent of u and v, then
the solution of Eq. (2.2) can be obtained by computing the minimal eigenvalue ( )
via inverse iteration methods [8]. Based on this observation an inverse iteration algo-
rithm for computing the R-SVD (Eq. (2.2)) of a full-rank matrix A has been proposed
in [6]. Essentially, for given matrices Du and Dv , this algorithm performs one step
of inverse iteration (using the QR decomposition of A) to obtain new estimates of
the singular vectors u and v. These new vectors u and v are then used in updating
matrices Du and Dv . This particular inverse iteration scheme cannot be relied upon
to compute the R-SVD of arbitrary matrices in Eq. (2.2) due to potential breakdowns
associated with singular iteration matrices.
3. R-SVD for a low-rank matrix
In this section, the R-SVD of a low-rank matrix and its application to problems
in information retrieval are presented. The proposed algorithm for computing the
R-SVD is used to develop an enhanced implementation of LSI.
3.1. R-SVD in LSI
The R-SVD of low-rank matrices, as opposed to full-rank matrices [6], has prom-
ising applications in information filtering and retrieval. Assume A is an m  n .m 
n/ term-by-document matrix [1], and Ak is a corresponding LSI rank-k approxima-
tion of A (see Section 4.1). Suppose Ak has the splitting
Ak D AFk C ACk ; (3.1)
where AFk reflects the set of terms in Ak , whose term-document associations are not
allowed to change, and ACk is the complement of A
F
k .
Consider the following minimization problem:
min
Bk2Rmn; y2Rn
kAk−Bkk2F
subject to BkyD0; yTy D1; Bk DAFk CBCk :
(3.2)
Here, the matrix Bk is an approximation to the matrix Ak satisfying the constraints
in Eq. (3.2), which include preserving the specified elements of Ak (i.e., AFk ). Using
Lagrange multipliers [6], this constrained minimization problem can be formulated
as an equivalent R-SVD problem for the rank-k model Ak
Akv D Dvu; uTDvu D 1;
ATk u D Duv; vTDuv D 1;
(3.3)
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where the nonnegative or positive-definite (diagonal) matrices Du and Dv are defined
by
Dv D diag.P diag.v/v/; Du D diag.P T diag.u/u/; (3.4)
and P is a perturbation matrix having zeros at all entries of AFk and nonzeros else-
where. For all the terms and documents in Ak, the matrix P determines the set
of terms and the set of documents whose term-document associations are allowed
to change (while other associations are fixed) (see Section 4.2). The solution of
Eq. (3.2) can be expressed in terms of the triplet .u; ; v/ corresponding to the
minimal  that satisfies Eq. (3.3).
With regard to LSI applications, the solution of Eq. (3.3) generates an updat-
ed semantic model Bk from the existing rank-reduced model Ak . In the model Bk ,
some of the term-document associations, which are represented by the original term-
by-document matrix A, are perturbed or changed according to the splitting speci-
fied in Eq. (3.1). This new model Bk can have the same or near rank as Ak , 3 and
represents an enhanced LSI implementation.
3.2. The RINVIT algorithm
In this section, an iterative algorithm (RINVIT) for computing the R-SVD of
low rank matrices and thereby solves the set of nonlinear equations in Eq. (3.3) is
presented.
Following the design of typical inverse iteration methods [8], an algorithm for
solving the R-SVD (Eq. (3.3)) with a low-rank matrix Ak can be constructed. As-
sume the SVD (Eq. (1.1)) of the matrix A has been computed and written as
A D .Uk;Um−k/ diag.Rk;Rn−k/.Vk; Vn−k/T;
where U D .Uk;Um−k/ and V D .Vk; Vn−k/. Then, the successive approximations
to the singular vectors u and v as well as the singular value  from Eq. (3.3) can be
computed by the following iteration:
x D R−1k V Tk Duv;
u.new/ D
h
Uk − Um−k
(
UTm−kDvUm−k
−1 (
UTm−kDvUk
i
x;
s D R−1k UTk Dvu.new/; (3.5)
v.new/ D
h
Vk − Vn−k
(
V Tn−kDuVn−k
−1 (
V Tn−kDuVk
i
s;
 .new/ D u.new/TAkv.new/:
3 The rank of Bk might be larger than k with some relatively small singular values 
.B/
i
; i > k. In
our applications, either those small singular values can be truncated (to have the same rank as Ak ), or
information retrieval can simply be performed in the term-by-document space Bk , if the rank of Bk stays
close to that of Ak .
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Once the vectors u.new/ and v.new/ have been obtained, the corresponding matrices
D
.new/
u and D.new/v can be determined by
D.new/u Ddiag

P diag

v.new/

v.new/

;
(3.6)
D.new/v Ddiag

P T diag

u.new/

u.new/

:
Unfortunately, this inverse iteration scheme converges only for a subset of the R-
SVD problems (Eq. (3.3)) corresponding to a low-rank matrix Ak . Its applicability
to Eq. (3.3) has been studied to some extent and some divergent cases have also been
identified [13]. For instance, if the perturbation matrix P (Eq. (3.4)) has a rectangular
nonzero cluster with the dimension l by w, such as
P D
0
BBBBBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0
1
CCCCCCA
(with l D 3 and w D 2 in this case), the algorithm (Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6)) will surely
fail to produce the meaningful approximate solution to Eq. (3.3), when the dimension
of the null space of ATk is greater than or equal to l, or when the dimension of the
null space of Ak is greater than or equal to w.
An analysis of the scheme (Eq. (3.5)) has indicated that the failure of the algorithm
(Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6)) to compute the R-SVD problems of general matrices (Eq. (3.3))
is mainly attributed to the singularity of the matrix UTm−kDvUm−k and/or the matrix
V Tn−kDuVn−k in Eq. (3.5) during the iteration. The selection of nonzero elements
in the perturbation matrix P has a direct and notable impact on the structures of
the matrices Du and Dv . Depending on the number and positions of these nonzero
elements in P , only few or many zero diagonal entries can be produced in these two
matrices and the latter cases (having numerous zero diagonal entries) would lead to
singular matrices UTm−kDvUm−k and V Tn−kDuVn−k . Also, the selection of P could
create unequal levels of nonlinearity in Eq. (3.3) between the equations associated
with nonzero diagonal elements of Du and Dv and those associated with zero diag-
onal elements of these two matrices. A significant imbalance of nonlinearity among
equations could lead to divergence or stalling behavior of the iteration. Ultimately,
the various ways of selecting nonzero elements in P for applications in information
retrieval would render (Eq. (3.3)) as an extremely difficult set of nonlinear equations
to solve.
A new inverse iteration algorithm (RINVIT) has been developed to solve Eq.
(3.3). This algorithm updates the left singular vector u and the right singular vector
v by decomposing them into two orthogonal components, and then uses these new
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vectors to update the matrices Du and Dv . Specifically, it adopts the same formulas
to compute intermediate vectors x and s as presented in Eq. (3.5), but uses a different
and much simpler way to estimate the orthogonal projection of the vector u onto the
null space of AT and the vector v onto the null space of A, respectively. This new
approach is effective in overcoming the singularity problems that arise in Eq. (3.5),
and has performed well for several test problems defined by Eq. (3.3).
The RINVIT algorithm can be summarized as follows:
RINVIT algorithm
1. Set i D 0
2. Initialize u.0/, v.0/ and  .0/
3. Compute matrices D.0/u and D.0/v
4. While (not converged) do
5. Set i D i C 1
6. x.i/ D R−1k V Tk D.i−1/u v.i−1/ .i−1/
7. y.i/ D UTm−k u.i−1/
8. u.i/ D Uk x.i/ C Um−k y.i/
9. s.i/ D R−1k UTk D.i−1/v u.i/ .i−1/
10. t.i/ D V Tn−k v.i−1/
11. v.i/ D Vk s.i/ C Vn−k t.i/
12.  .i/ D u.i/ TAkv.i/
13. D.i/u D diag
(
P diag
(
v.i/

v.i/

14. D.i/v D diag
(
P T diag
(
u.i/

u.i/

15. Convergence test
Since the R-SVD is a nonlinear generation of the SVD, it is natural to choose the kth
left and right singular vectors and the kth singular value of A (or Ak) as the initial
values 4 in RINVIT. There are stopping criteria (Step 15) for RINVIT that can be
easily formulated, and it can be shown [6,13] that
Bk D Ak − diag.u/P diag.v/;
hence
Bkv D 0 and BTk u D 0:
The last two equalities lead to a practical stopping criterion
4 The convergence behavior of RINVIT for an arbitrary set of initial values constitutes ongoing research.
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kBkvk C kBTk uk < tol;
where tol is a user-specified (small) constant.
The RINVIT algorithm has demonstrated a linear convergence speed. It can be
shown [13] that each iteration requires O.m2/ flops, where m is the number of terms
in a collection. With regard to LSI applications, since only a small number of itera-
tions in RINVIT is needed to generate the new perturbed model Bk from the existing
model Ak , the overall computational costs in applying RINVIT are rather modest.
However, storage for the SVD factors (Eq. (1.1)) is required.
4. Applications in information retrieval
The RINVIT algorithm described in Section 3 for computing the R-SVD of a
low-rank matrix (Eq. (3.3)), has been implemented in MATLAB Version 5. In this
section, the implementation of RINVIT and its applications in information retrieval
are discussed. Experiments have shown that this nonlinear approach provides an
efficient information filtering mechanism for LSI models.
4.1. Information retrieval using LSI
As the amount of electronic information grows at an exponential rate, it is of par-
amount importance to have efficient and reliable techniques to retrieve and/or filter
information. 5 Traditionally, information is retrieved by literally matching terms in
a user’s query with terms extracted from documents within a collection. Such term-
matching based information retrieval techniques, however, can be incomplete and
inaccurate due to the variability in word usage. On one side, people typically use
different words to describe the same concept (synonymy) so that the literal terms
in a user’s query may be inadequate to retrieve relevant documents. On the other
side, many words can have multiple meanings (polysemy) so that searching based
on terms in a user’s query could retrieve documents out of context.
LSI attempts to circumvent the problems of lexical matching approaches by us-
ing statistically derived conceptual indices rather than individual literal terms for
retrieval [1,4]. LSI assumes that there is some underlying latent semantic structure in
the association of terms with documents that is partially obscured by the variability of
word choice. It employs a rank-reduced term-by-document space via the SVD, and
uses this space to estimate the major associative patterns of terms and documents
and to diminish the obscuring noise in word usage. Since the search is based on the
semantic content rather than the literal terms of documents, this approach is capable
5 Information filtering is a problem that is closely related to information retrieval. In information filter-
ing applications, streams of information are constantly received and matched against a user’s long-term
interest or profile [1].
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of retrieving relevant documents even when the query and such documents do not
share any common terms.
LSI is implemented using a rank-reduced model of the original (sparse) term-
by-document matrix [4]. Specifically, let A be a constructed m  n (m  n) term-
by-document matrix
A D Taij U;
where aij denotes the frequency (or perhaps weighted frequency) in which term i
occurs in document j . The matrix A is usually sparse since each term usually occurs
only in a subset of documents. The SVD of A (Eq. (1.1)) is used to construct a rank-k
approximation (k min.m; n/) to A, referred to as Ak , which can be written as
Ak D
kX
iD1
iuiv
T
i D UkRkV Tk ; (4.1)
where Uk and Vk , respectively, contain the first k columns of U and V (Eq. (1.1)).
The Eckart–Young–Mirsky formula (Eq. (1.3)) implies, with regard to LSI, that the
k-dimensional term-by-document space defined by Ak is the closest rank-k approx-
imation (in a least-squares sense) to the original term-by-document space which is
represented by A.
It is assumed that the reduced dimension of the term-by-document space helps
reveal the underlying semantic structure in the association of terms with documents
and remove the obscuring noise in word usage. In this space, individual terms and
documents are positioned by the left (Uk) and right (Vk) singular vectors, respectively,
and coordinates of the space are often scaled by the corresponding singular values
(diagonal elements of Rk). In LSI, a user’s query, treated as a pseudo-document, is
usually represented as the sum of the term vectors corresponding to the terms specified
in the query scaled by the inverse of the singular values (R−1k ) [4,15]
Oq D qTUkR−1k ; (4.2)
where q is a vector containing the weighted term-frequency counts of query terms
that can be projected into the term-by-document space. Using one of the several
similarity measures such as the cosine measure, 6 the pseudo-document vector is
then compared against all document vectors in the space, and only those semantically
related documents that presumably are the closest vectors are retrieved.
4.2. A small example
As an example, Table 1 illustrates 18 general topics and associated keywords
which might be found in an encyclopedia. These 18 topics can be classified into
6 The cosine, which measures the angle between the pseudo-document vector and the document vectors
in the rank-reduced space, is merely used to rank-order documents and its explicit value is not always an
adequate measure of relevance [1] (see Section 4.2).
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Table 1
Keywords from a collection of heterogeneous articles
Topic Label Keywords
Recession A1 Business, depression, tax, unemployment
Stagflation A2 Business, economy, market
Business indicator A3 Business, market, production
Business cycle A4 Depression, liquidation, prosperity, recovery
Unemployment A5 Compensation, unemployment, welfare
Inflation A6 Business, market, price
Welfare A7 Benefit, compensation, unemployment
Continental drift B1 Basin, fault, submergence
Plate tectonics B2 Depression, fault
Great basin B3 Basin, drainage, valley
Valley B4 Depression, drainage, erosion
Lake formation B5 Basin, drainage, volcano
Psychosis C1 Counseling, illness, mental
Alcoholism C2 Counseling, depression, emotion
Mental health C3 Depression, rehabilitation, treatment
Depression disorder C4 Disturbance, drug, illness
Manic depression C5 Distractibility, illness, talkativeness
Mental treatment C6 Counseling, drug, psychotherapy
three different concepts: Business recession, Tectonics and Mental disorders. In this
document collection, the keyword depression plays a special role in the sense that it
is polysemous, and occurs in each of the three groups of documents. Depending on
the group it occurs in, the word depression could refer to an economic condition, the
land formation or a mental state.
From the collection of topics and keywords in Table 1, a 32  18 term-
by-document matrix can be constructed (see [13]). Assume that the elements of
this matrix are the binary-frequencies in which a keyword or term occurs in a topic
or document (see Section 4.1). For instance, the terms business, depression, tax,
unemployment (and only these four terms) occur in topic A1.
To implement LSI, a rank-k (k D 2 in this case) approximation Ak of the term-
by-document matrix A is constructed via the truncated SVD formula (Eq. (4.1)) and
the singular vectors as well as the singular values of Ak are used to measure the
similarity between the query and all documents (and terms) in the rank-reduced term-
by-document space. Table 2 shows the returned lists of topics and the corresponding
cosine ranks from the current LSI implementation for the double-word queries of
business, depression and depression, economy. It should be assumed that all of the
returned document lists presented are rank-ordered by cosines with the query vectors
(see Section 4.1).
Note that the two returned document lists shown in Table 2 contain mixed top-
ics across the entire collection and not all of the top-ranked documents accurately
reflect or match the conceptual meanings of the queries. The polysemy of the term
depression in the queries is the contributing factor to the suboptimal rank ordering
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Table 2
Returned topic lists from the current LSI implementation and for queries business, depression (query 1)
and depression, economy (query 2)
Query
Query 1 Query 2
A1 1.00 C3 0.96
A7 0.99 B2 0.96
A5 0.99 A4 0.96
C3 0.77 C2 0.95
B2 0.76 B4 0.93
A4 0.75 A1 0.90
C2 0.74 A5 0.84
B4 0.71 A7 0.84
A2 0.65 C6 0.82
A3 0.65 C1 0.81
A6 0.52 B1 0.76
C6 0.52 B3 0.74
C1 0.50 B5 0.74
B1 0.43 C4 0.69
B3 0.40 C5 0.67
B5 0.40 A3 0.28
C4 0.34 A2 0.28
C5 0.31 A6 0.28
of documents. Although implementing relevance feedback could be one way to
circumvent the difficulty under certain restrictions [19], the nonlinear filtering mech-
anism proposed in this work could provide an efficient solution to this polysemy
problem. As stated previously, this innovative approach is based on constraints mod-
eled by the R-SVD of the low-rank approximation Ak . By performing nonlinear
perturbations to the model Ak, which can arise in the form of user’s interactions/re-
sponses to the current LSI model, this enhanced approach could successfully filter
out irrelevant documents by effectively lowering their similarity to the query or
simply moving them farther down the returned rank-ordered document list.
Specifically, in this example, given the rank-reduced term-by-document model
A2, the following 32  18 perturbation matrix
P .1/ D
0
BB@
EO518
EE.1/118
EO2618
1
CCA
can be constructed, where EO518 and EO2618 are, respectively, the 5  18 and the
26  18 zero submatrices and EE.1/118 is simply the row vector 7
7 It is possible for those nonzero entries in the perturbation matrix P to have values other than 1 (see
[13]).
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EE.1/118 D .0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1/;
assuming that a user wants to see top-ranked topics about depression in terms of
economic issues only. RINVIT can be used to compute the approximate solution
of the R-SVD defined by Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) for the rank-reduced model A2. This
solution leads to a new, updated low-rank term-by-document model B2, where term
associations for depression are perturbed and diminished in the context of land for-
mations or mental state only and not for economic conditions. Finally, in terms of the
singular vectors and the singular values of the perturbed model B2, all topics in the
collection are compared against the query and then ranked based on their relevance
to the query. If the user is primarily interested in tectonics, or would like to retrieve
information about mental disorders, the corresponding perturbation matrices P .2/
and P .3/, which contain
EE.2/118 D .1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1/
and
EE.3/118 D .1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0/
can be defined from such feedback. To satisfy different (interactive) user interests,
alternative specifications for the perturbation matrix can be automatically generated.
Fixed term-document associations (i.e., elements of AFk and zero components of EE)
will reflect user-specified relevant documents (and terms) in each case. It is possible
to automatically generate the perturbation matrices corresponding to the terms found
in a fixed number of the highest-ranked topics (or documents). This pseudo-feedback
approach [3,17] using no (explicit) user input constitutes promising future work with
R-SVD filtering.
The effectiveness of the R-SVD enhanced LSI implementation is demonstrated
in Table 3 with the returned topic lists for the query depression and perturbation
matrices P .1/, P .2/, and P .3/, respectively. Notice how in each case, the topics from
the appropriate context are filtered to the top of the returned topic list.
Of course, knowledge of the three concepts (A1–A7, B1–B5, C1–C6) facilitated
the construction of the P .i/’s in this small example, and for large document col-
lections such prior knowledge is not typically available. As the number of relevant
documents for a given query is usually unknown (e.g., the World-Wide-Web), a user
can provide relevance feedback [19] on the documents he or she has been presented
thus far. In Section 5, we demonstrate how the perturbation matrix P .i/ can be con-
structed with limited information from the user and yet facilitate effective filtering
via the R-SVD.
5. Retrieval performance
The use of RINVIT within the LSI (referred to as RSVD-LSI) was first imple-
mented in MATLAB Version 5 [13,14]. In this section, the RSVD-LSI method is
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Table 3
Returned topic lists by using different perturbation matrices and for the query depression
Perturbation matrix
P(1) P(2) P(3)
A4 0.98 B2 1.00 C2 1.00
A1 0.52 B4 0.98 C3 1.00
A5 0.45 B1 0.74 C6 0.82
A7 0.45 B3 0.71 C1 0.80
A3 0.12 B5 0.71 C4 0.62
A2 0.12 A6 0.14 C5 0.58
A6 0.12 A3 0.4 A6 0.15
C5 −0:95 A2 0.14 A3 0.15
C4 −0:95 A7 −0:72 A2 0.15
B3 −0:97 A5 −0:72 A7 −0:66
B5 −0:97 A1 −0:81 A5 −0:66
B1 −0:99 C5 −0:92 A1 −0:77
C1 −0:99 C4 −0:93 B3 −0:94
C6 −1:00 C1 −0:97 B5 −0:94
C3 −1:00 C6 −0:97 B1 −0:95
B2 −1:00 C2 −1:00 B4 −1:00
C2 −1:00 A4 −1:00 B2 −1:00
B4 −1:00 C3 −1:00 A4 −1:00
compared with the current LSI approach with and without relevance feedback [19]
using the MEDLINE 8 and a subset of the LATIMES [12] document collections. The
MEDLINE collection is composed of medical abstracts from the National Library of
Medicine and comprises 1033 documents, 5831 terms, and a set of 30 queries (see
[13]). A subset of the LATIMES collection is the second document collection used in
our experiments. This particular subcollection is composed of 500 news articles from
The Los Angeles Times, 12007 terms, and 10 queries. Both collections are equipped
with relevance judgements 9 for each query.
For comparisons with RSVD-LSI, let C-LSI denote the original or current LSI
model [4], and RF-LSI represent LSI with relevance feedback [5]. To assess the
performance of these three IR models, it is appropriate to measure two important
factors: precision and recall. Suppose a retrieval system has returned a ranked list
of documents which are assumed to be similar to a user’s query. Define ri to be the
number of relevant documents among the top i documents in the returned list, and
rq be the number of (known) relevant documents to the query in the collection. The
precision for the top i documents, Pi , is defined as Pi D ri=i, i.e., the proportion
of the top i documents that are relevant. The recall Ri is defined as Ri D ri=rq , i.e.,
8 The MEDLINE test collection is available at ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/med.
9 The relevance judgements are simply lists of documents in the collection known (a priori) to be rele-
vant to each query.
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the proportion of all relevant documents in a collection that are retrieved. For any
IR model, a precision of 100% will be maintained as long as relevant documents
are retrieved. It is directly affected by the retrieval of irrelevant documents and then
gradually drops to a number close to zero. Recall typically starts off close to zero
and increases as long as relevant documents are retrieved until all possible relevant
documents have been retrieved. It is not affected by the retrieval of irrelevant doc-
uments and thus remains at 100% once achieved. Both precision and recall take on
rational values on the interval T0;1U.
For a collection with multiple queries, performance can be evaluated by measur-
ing precision at several different levels of recall. It can be done for each query sep-
arately and then averaged over all queries. Other measures of retrieval effectiveness
include the n-point interpolated average precision [9] defined as
1
n
n−1X
iD0
Np

i
n − 1

; where Np.x/ D max
.ri=rn/>x
Pi :
In practice, n D 11-point interpolated average precision is used for individual que-
ries, or averaged over several queries in a collection and expressed as a percentage.
Two other parameters that are needed for performance testing are the dimensio-
nality of the rank-reduced term-by-document space Ak (or Bk), and the number of
returned documents to be observed for the RF-LSI and RSVD-LSI implementations.
As discussed in [1], determining the optimal value of k for the term-by-document
space dimension is still an open problem, and can be somewhat collection-depen-
dent. For the experiments presented below, k D 50 was used. 10
For the MEDLINE collection, the average number of documents relevant to a
query is 23 [13], but among the 30 available queries the individual numbers of rel-
evant documents range from 11 to 39. In the LATIMES collection, the numbers of
relevant documents range from 1 to 61. The large differences in numbers of rele-
vant documents for different queries suggest that a universal window size for ob-
serving all relevant returned documents (by RF-LSI and RSVD-LSI) may not be
possible. For different queries, it seems more reasonable that the returned document
window sizes are proportional to the actual numbers of relevant documents in the
collection, in order to demonstrate and compare the retrieval effectiveness of RF-
LSI and RSVD-LSI. In fact, for a given query and with an appropriate window size,
the RF-LSI model can present those relevant documents to construct a relevance
feedback query [15] in order to facilitate the retrieval of more semantically similar
documents. The RSVD-LSI implementation can be used to select those irrelevant
documents for perturbation and subsequent filtering from the returned document list
[13]. Since the number of relevant documents to a query, nq, is known in this collec-
tion, nq C 5 is used as the window size for observing returned documents by RF-LSI
and RSVD-LSI in all experiments.
10 In general, a higher dimensional term-by-document space should be used for larger collections.
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Once irrelevant documents are identified from the window of documents returned
for each query, the perturbation matrix P can be constructed for the RSVD-LSI im-
plementation. Briefly, P is an extremely sparse matrix, whose only nonzero entries
correspond to the indexing terms of those irrelevant documents in the original term-
by-document matrix. In our experiments, all these nonzero entries are simply set
to 1. The log local term weighting scheme and the entropy global term weighting
scheme were used. A comparison of the three LSI implementations (C-LSI, RF-LSI
and RSVD-LSI) based on k D 50 dimensions is provided in Table 4 (MEDLINE) and
Table 5 (LATIMES). For each query, the highest average precision is highlighted in
boldface type.
Table 4
Average precision of individual queries for C-LSI, RF-LSI and RSVD-LSI implementations on the
MEDLINE collection
Query Average precision
C-LSI RF-LSI RSVD-LSI
1 0.9363 0.9608 0.9342
2 0.6856 0.7890 0.8265
3 0.7184 0.7582 0.8929
4 0.6856 0.6610 0.8202
5 0.8278 0.8642 0.9008
6 0.8671 0.8822 0.9311
7 0.7252 0.7640 0.8009
8 0.3660 0.4409 0.7789
9 0.7450 0.7905 0.9025
10 0.3910 0.7694 0.4722
11 0.7321 0.8670 0.9451
12 0.2724 0.3280 0.3460
13 0.9352 0.9477 0.9959
14 0.7559 0.7816 0.9280
15 0.7603 0.8010 0.8589
16 0.5580 0.7205 0.6097
17 0.4538 0.7163 0.7405
18 0.4464 0.5315 0.6905
19 0.6159 0.7140 0.7334
20 0.8122 0.8916 0.9454
21 0.4662 0.5238 0.5987
22 0.5886 0.7205 0.8437
23 0.8701 0.8260 0.9460
24 0.8635 0.9090 0.9488
25 0.8447 0.8956 0.9231
26 0.4724 0.7527 0.7456
27 0.7118 0.8781 0.8704
28 0.8610 0.9610 0.8674
29 0.8127 0.8259 0.9005
30 0.5587 0.5199 0.7644
Mean 0.6780 0.7597 0.8154
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Table 5
Average precision of individual queries for C-LSI, RF-LSI and RSVD-LSI implementations on the
LATIMES collection
Query Average precision
C-LSI RF-LSI RSVD-LSI
1 0.8636 0.7955 0.8831
2 0.2645 0.5818 0.6753
3 0.2500 1.000 1.000
4 0.0577 0.0577 0.0732
5 0.0864 0.2385 0.1498
6 0.0796 0.1911 0.2390
7 0.6412 0.6698 0.7705
8 0.5720 0.4007 0.8212
9 1.000 1.000 0.9160
10 0.8341 0.8824 0.8550
Mean 0.4649 0.5818 0.6383
Compared to the C-LSI model, the RSVD-LSI approach significantly improves
the retrieval performance on almost all queries in these two collections with the
exception of query 1 in MEDLINE and query 9 in LATIMES, where a surprisingly
high average precision is achieved by C-LSI. As with most IR approaches, no one
technique will usually achieve the highest precision across a range of queries. As
anticipated, the RSVD-LSI model outperforms the RF-LSI (LSI with simple rele-
vance feedback) on most of the queries, and is on par with RF-LSI for queries 1,
26 and 27 in MEDLINE and queries 3, 9 and 10 in LATIMES. The only exceptions
to this favorable comparison for RSVD-LSI are queries 10, 16 and 28 in MED-
LINE and query 5 in LATIMES. For these queries, RF-LSI performs particularly
well in retrieving relevant documents. In these cases, the returned relevant docu-
ments (which are used to construct a relevance feedback query) contain the most
important (with respect to semantics) terms which help retrieve more conceptually
similar documents. For example, it has been observed that the initial query 10 (neo-
plasm immunology) in MEDLINE was greatly improved/modified by supplementing
several highly-weighted terms such as cancer, tumor, antigen, cell and growth that
occur in the returned relevant documents.
In order to compare retrieval performance in terms of both recall and precision,
a precision-vs-recall graph – bivariate plot where the one axis is recall and the oth-
er precision – can be used to evaluate them simultaneously. Such graphs can be
constructed for individual queries and/or over all queries in a collection. Fig. 1 con-
tains the precision-vs-recall graphs for the C-LSI, RF-LSI and RSVD-LSI methods
(based on k D 50 dimensions) for the MEDLINE collection. The similar comparison
graphs for the LATIMES collection are shown in Fig. 2. In both figures precision is
plotted as a function of recall for nine levels of recall, from 0:10 to 0:90. These
curves represent average performance over the 30 queries available with MEDLINE
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Fig. 1. Precision–recall curves for C-LSI, RF-LSI and RSVD-LSI on the MEDLINE collection.
Fig. 2. Precision–recall curves for C-LSI, RF-LSI and RSVD-LSI on the LATIMES subcollection.
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collection and performance over the 10 queries with the LATIMES collection. In the
MEDLINE case, for all levels of recall, precision of the RSVD-LSI method lies well
above that obtained with the C-LSI model, and the gap between these two curves is
especially significant at recall levels from 0.20 to 0.80. For all but the lowest recall
level (0.10), the RSVD-LSI method demonstrates a higher precision than that ob-
tained by the RF-LSI approach. The difference in performance between RSVD-LSI
and other LSI implementations is especially impressive at recall levels from 0.30 to
0.70. In the MEDLINE experiments, the RSVD-LSI implementation achieves more
than 20% better performance than C-LSI, and more than 7% better performance
than the RF-LSI approach. Curves similar to those shown in Fig. 1 for each indi-
vidual query in the MEDLINE collection are provided in [13]. For the LATIMES
collection, RSVD-LSI achieves more than 37% and 9% better performance than C-
LSI and RF-LSI, respectively. From the results obtained thus far, it is clear that the
RSVD-LSI model can achieve higher precision than C-LSI which to some extent
was primarily designed to overcome synonymy problems (thereby improving recall).
As both RSVD-LSI and RF-LSI exploit relevance judgements (either provided by
the test collection or the user), they are best suited for interactive query processing
whereas C-LSI would not require such knowledge (e.g., for batch processing).
6. Conclusions and future work
A nonlinear generalization of the SVD known as the Riemannian SVD (R-SVD)
[6] has briefly been overviewed. It has numerous applications in noisy recognition,
system identification, and parameter estimation.
The R-SVD is generalized to the low-rank matrices and used to formulate an
enhanced LSI implementation for applications in information retrieval. This new LSI
approach is capable of incorporating nonlinear perturbations to the existing rank-
reduced model, and an iterative algorithm RINVIT for solving related R-SVD prob-
lems has been proposed.
Experiments have shown that this approach provides a highly effective informa-
tion retrieval technique and demonstrates a new method of remodeling LSI (and
similar vector-space information retrieval models) which could not be represented
by traditional matrix decomposition tools such as the SVD. In experiments with a
common benchmark test collection (MEDLINE), the updated LSI model (RSVD-
LSI) has achieved more than 20% better performance than the current LSI model
(C-LSI) for information retrieval. It should be pointed out that RSVD-LSI is com-
putationally more expensive than C-LSI (and RF-LSI) due to its extra filtering step,
mainly in the use of the inverse iteration algorithm RINVIT. However, only a very
small number of iterations (two iterations) was used in our experiments.
Although considerable analysis and testing have been done with the presented
retrieval approach, an implementation of this new LSI model in a client–server soft-
ware environment would be necessary to make it a commercially viable information
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retrieval system. Determining the optimal dimension of the perturbed term-by-docu-
ment space for effective filtering, and further (convergence) analysis of the RINVIT
algorithm for generating the best perturbation model constitute future research.
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